
We're proud to offer our customers a range of high-quality, eco-friendly composite products that are
easy to install and durable. Our Apex line sets the standard for natural-looking, long-lasting decking, and
flooring that requires minimal maintenance.

With an ultra-lightweight bamboo-foamed PVC core, Apex is easy to work with and install. Its protective
cap is made from a resilient acrylic polymer coating. As a result, it's fade, scratch, and stain resistant.
Additionally, Apex offers fire and slip resistance, making it a safe and secure choice for any outdoor
space.

What's more, our Apex line is a sustainable choice that's designed to protect the environment. Using
solar power in manufacturing and offering an eco-friendly alternative to timber prevents deforestation
and premature deck replacement. We're committed to creating a better, more sustainable future for all.

So if you're looking for a reliable, high-quality decking or flooring solution built to last, look no further
than Conway Flooring and Decking's Apex line.

HAWAIIAN WALNUT
DUAL TONE

BRAZILIAN TEAK
DUAL TONE



GROOVED BOARD SQUARE EDGE
BOARD

FACIA BOARD JOIST

Colors
Finishes
Dimensions  
Profile 
Joint Spacing
Material
Weight
Fasteners
Certifications
Warranty

Brazilian Teak, Hawaiian Walnut
Sculpted Grain
5450 x 140 x 24 mm
Grooved, Single Side
300 mm
Bamboo-pvc composite
2.33 kg/m
HULK S9 and Chain hidden clip
FSC®
30 years

At Conway Flooring and Decking, we understand that maintaining your outdoor space
shouldn't be a chore. 
Our composite decking products are designed to be exceptionally low-maintenance,
requiring only light cleaning with standard household tools.
We recommend using a high-pressure hose with a wide fan tip at pressures under 1500 psi
to keep your composite decking looking great. 
Keep the hose at least 300mm away from the surface when spraying, and for the best
results, use a hard-bristled broom and soapy water to scrub the boards while pressure
washing. 
We recommend pressure washing your boards once a month to keep them looking clean and
cared for.
With Conway Flooring and Decking's composite decking products, you can spend less time
worrying about upkeep and more time enjoying your outdoor space. 
Trust us to provide high-quality, low-maintenance solutions that stand the test of time.


